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現在，多くの美術品の画像が作者，製作年代，製作地などの付加情報とともに公開され，付加情報（属性）に

基づいたキーワード検索システムも提供されている．本稿では，それら属性と画像の色の特徴との間の関連性に

着目し，色合いの僅かな違いが鑑賞のポイントとなる美術品の画像を対象として，一般的な画像検索システムと

は異なるユーザインタフェース持つ画像探索・閲覧システムを提案する．本システムの特徴は，注目する画像の

色の微妙な違いを，色分布のズーム機能と伝統色による評価機能を用いて可視化することにより，人が画像を分

析・鑑賞する際の受容の多様性をサポートする点にある． 
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There are vast amounts of images archived in on-line museums with annotation data 

such as author and era. These images with annotation data can be explored by current 
keyword-based search systems. In this paper, we focus on the relations between the 
annotation data and color features of art images, and propose an art image exploring 
system with a user interface different from general image retrieval system. We represent 
an art image exploring system which enables users to capture characteristic colors of 
each image and subtle differences between images based on culture. In addition, the 
system visualizes the subtle differences of colors in images with a zooming function for 
color distribution and cultural-color name estimation.  
 

1. Introduction 

In the current cyber spaces, huge digitized 
media data are archived and accessed via 
various applications with efficient search 
methods. In content-based image processing, 
color is the most important feature, and 
researchers have studied color content-based 
image retrieval extensively. However, the 
degree of color variety differs between cultures, 
and each color name is designated uniquely in 
a language [2][10]. 
On the other hands, when people appreciate 

an image, they tend to compare it with other 
images unintentionally. Universally, people’s 
sensibility on the differences between images 
depends on the cultural background of the 
people and media. The nature of human 
perception for media data cannot be processed 
by single schema in a simple image search 
system. 

The color distribution of an art image is 
related to the attribute of the image such as 
author and era in many cases. In addition, the 
analysis on the subtle color differences 
between images is one of the important issues 
for the appreciation of fine art. A new 
appreciation environment with a user-friendly 
interface is expected, which provide both an 
overview map of many images and a 
visualization of subtle differences among 
images grouped by annotations. 
In the field of image processing and CBIR 

(Content-based image retrieval) [5][6][22], 
color is considered as one of the most 
important features. The color information of 
each image is extracted as a color histogram 
and vectorized by a reference color set [30]. 
The reference colors are defined by colors of 
the color histogram bins. The number of the 
color histogram bins should be around 100 for 
efficient processing [30]. We cannot express, 
such as art and design, the nuances of color. 
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grouping images. Users can define the image 
groups as their viewpoints for the analysis.  
2.2. Selecting colors from color-definition 
space 
Target images are vectorized as color 

histogram with color space quantization as 
around 100 dimensions. This quantized color 
space is called “color-definition space” in our 
system. Users of our system can specify colors 
for analyses from color-definition space 
including all colors. We consider that the set of 
significant colors by valiance analysis is useful 
for representation of the differences between 
image groups, and define the set as “distinctive 
colors”.   
For calculating distinctive colors, we apply 

the analysis of variance (ANOVA) method to 
each color of the color-definition space [11]. 
The null hypothesis is that the difference 
between groups’ mean values is significant. 
Distinctive colors are the colors of the null 
hypothesis. We reject this hypothesis if the 
p-value (possibility) is 0.01 or less. 
2.3.  Representative feature evaluation and 

aggregation for image groups 
We provide two aggregation methods for 

each image group with selected colors. One is 
averaged color feature calculated as group 
mean of color distribution for each image group. 
The other is differential color feature 
calculated as difference between group mean of 
color distribution and grand mean of color 
distribution. Most similar image to 
representative features is defined as a 
representative image of each image group. 
2.4.  Culture-dependent color name 

extraction and aggregation for image 
groups 

To extract subtle differences on specified 
color (especially distinctive color) in multiple 
images, our system rescans target images for 
creating color histogram of the neighborhood 
colors of the specified color. The neighborhood 
distance and granularity of color quantization 
are optimized for the specified colors and 
purpose. Based on the recreated color 
histogram, the system estimates which 
culture-dependent color name is most similar 
to the specified color using our transformation 
method [11][12]. Aggregation of estimation 
results for each image group can be visualized 
as subtle differences of color in image groups. 

2.5.  Sorting images by representative 
features 

User can access individual image sorted by 
representative features through the 
easy-to-understand interface. This function 
also enables the image retrieval based on a 
specified color. 

3. Experiments 

In this section, we present several examples 
of the application using our method to show 
the applicability of our system. 
 

3.1. Target data and color set 
Target data of the experiments is (1) 496 

images of textile called ‘Chintz’ and ‘Sarasa’ 
owned in four online museums and one private 
collection, and (2) 8000 images of Ukiyoe from 
Tokyo Metropolitan Library [27]. 
As an experimental environment, we 

selected 130 colors of Color Image Scale (CIS) 
[17] to construct   Color-definition Space[11] 
CIS is well designed color system and the 
number of dimension is suitable for calculating 
the similarity between images. Each color of 
CIS has its own short names such as Dull Red 
(R/Dull) or Strong Purple-Blue (PB/Strong). 
These color names are useful to specify colors. 
As culture dependent colors, we selected DIC 
Color Guide [8] and some color collections [21]  
are selected. 
We calculate the color distance for pixels 

using the HSV color model, which has an 
advantage of tractability and algorithmic 
efficiency. For the color deference between 
color definitions, the color distance is 
calculated using CIE2000 formula [18] as far 
as the performance requirements are fulfilled. 
The similarity between color distributions is 
calculated by cosine, which is efficient for 
computing the distances on sub-space. 
These experiments are not intended to lead 

to any conclusions about Sarasa and Chintz or 
Ukiyoe, but to show the effectiveness of the 
proposed method in the range of images 
collected. 
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form of color names of Color

Hue Name

Neutral Colors

Red 

Yellow-Red
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Green-Yellow

Green 

Blue-Green
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Purple-Blue

Purple 

Red-Purple

 

(2) The o
This section describes how the image 

information is to be visualized using the 
distinctive color information obtained by the 
process of the previous section. By using
grouping keys of geographic information, the 
detailed results of distinctive
displayed on the map. At the same time, we 
show the interface of refinement of group 
information, such as listing the members of the 
group and sub
Figure 4 shows the results of the distinctive 

colors extracted from the image group of the 
manufacture countries. On the right side of the 
map, the distinctive colors are displayed as 
features of products manufactured in each 
country through all the era (16
century) along with the number of data. On the 
map of the left side of the interface, 
representative images of product are shown at 
the position of the capital of each country. 
These images are the result of similarity 
calculation between product
distinctive color distribution at the right 
column. 
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characteristic of products by manufacture countries
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map, the distinctive colors are displayed as 
features of products manufactured in each 
country through all the era (16
century) along with the number of data. On the 
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features of products manufactured in each 
country through all the era (16th – 20th 
century) along with the number of data. On the 
map of the left side of the interface, 
representative images of product are shown at 
the position of the capital of each country. 
These images are the result of similarity 
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distinctive color distribution at the right 
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Figure 5 shows that the details of the 
products are displayed on the right side of the 
interface if a user selects one representative 
image of one country on the map.
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this case, the d
between the Indian textiles exported to the UK 
and those exported to Japan are displayed. We 
can recognize the difference at a glance.
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colorization of products due to the era. 
Figure 7 shows 

visualization of the difference of products 
made in each manufacture country from 17th 
Century to 20th Century.
From Figure 7, we can recognize and 

overview the world
modern period to the advent of Industrial 
Revolution, through the development of textile 
as both manufactured product and cultural 
property in each country. We can find that the 
collected items that produced in the 17th
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to other countries (53 items in 17th and 236 
items in 18th century). After the period, 
according to the time series, the products are 
also being applied to the collection in France, 

Figure 5 shows that the details of the 
products are displayed on the right side of the 
nterface if a user selects one representative 
image of one country on the map.
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Figure 6 shows the different visualization 
results of analysis by other grouping keys. In 
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between the Indian textiles exported to the UK 
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Japan, and Indonesia. In the collection of 20th 
century, the items that made in the United 
Kingdom became the majority (67 items). We 
can also find the change of characteristic 
colorization such as yellow of French products 
and grayish and mono-tone colors of products 
of the United Kingdom. 

   

Textiles grouped by manufacture country in 17th 

Century 

 
Textiles grouped by manufacture country in 18th 

Century 

 
Textiles grouped by manufacture country in 19th 

Century 

 
Textiles grouped by manufacture country in 20th 

Century 

 
Figure 7. Example of time-series visualization: the 

difference of products made in each manufacture 

country from 17th Century to 20th Century. 

 
3.3. The results of rescanning, estimation 
and comparison with culture-dependent 
colors for specified colors of Ukiyoe 
This section shows the results of estimation 

with culture-dependent colors in images of 
Ukiyoe. The color set for rescanning is defined 
by segmenting RGB into 12 parts for each axis. 
This set contains 1726 colors. The subset for 

estimation is constructed from 21 colors in the 
neighborhood of Strong Red in CIS. The 
neighborhood distance is one sixth of the 
distance between pure red and pure white. The 
color distance is calculated with the CIE2000 
formula. 
Figure 8 shows the visualization results of 

rescanning images of Ukiyoe published during 
the period between Edo era and Meiji era 
(1864 to 1873). The images are grouped by year. 
It is said that Strong Red was made by 
imported aniline dye from the end of Edo 
period, and was used widely after the Meiji 
Restoration (1868), when the Meiji Emperor 
moved from Kyoto to Tokyo. 
 

 
 
Figure Figure Figure Figure 8888. . . . Transition in Strong Red use in Ukiyoe 

published from 1864 to 1870 
 
Figure 9 shows the estimation results for 

Strong Red of 7th row of Figure 4 (items 
published in 1870) with culture-dependent 
color name. We used Japanese, Chinese, 
French and European color collections to 
define culture-dependent colors. The European 
Traditional Color set (1160 colors) was 
collected from Nicopon [21]. The other color 
sets are Chinese (320 colors), French (322 
colors), and Japanese (300 colors), as specified 
in DIC Color Guide [8]. The figure visualize of 
aggregation of most similar color and 
similarity for each image. From this result, we 
can confirm that Strong Red in Ukiyoe 
published in 1870 is similar to European color 
name, because aniline dye was imported from 
Europe. 
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